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(Only fits 02 models with interior rear window antenna connection wire)

Installation Instructions
PATENT PENDING

		

1. Installation of the rear window trim is straight forward.

			

		

Straight edge

Tape on
roof top

For best results have a helper for assistance.

2. Clean rear window inside and out. A quality glass cleaner like

			
			
			

Sparkle will assure a streak free, clean surface. Prior to installation
use the supplied alcohol pad on area of window glass where trim
piece will mount.
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3. Place a piece of masking tape at approximate center of glass on
painted roof top. Locate center of rear window by extending
line up from center antenna wire in window with straight edge.
Mark centerline on tape placed on roof edge (SEE PHOTO #1).
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4. Place a piece of masking tape at bottom center of rear body panel.

			

		

Reference center off crossed flag GM emblem. Place this masking
tape on painted body (SEE PHOTO #2).

5. Using supplied template line up top mark with slot in template.
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Line up (2) notches on sides of template with glass edge.
NOTE: top of window trim piece (wider end) needs to be located
approximatly 1/16” below glass edge (SEE PHOTOS #3 AND #4).

6. Remove red liner to expose tape surface. Starting at top with trim

Notch centered
on glass edge

1/16” over glass and centered, lightly lay down trim on window
surface. Continue placing the trim down onto glass so that trim
lays down and is centered on bottom. If trim is centered then press
down firmly onto painted trim to activate the 3M VHB tapes
adhesive.
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7. Open and lift deck lid. For best results, one person should get into
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back of Corvette to install interior trim piece. The interior trim piece
is slightly narrower than exterior piece. With red tape liner still on
interior trim, position trim in place. NOTE: The interior trim piece is
notched at the top, this notch allows clearence for the antenna
connection wire at center of window. Location of interior trim piece
is directly under exterior trim. Remove red tape liner and carefully
and lightly place trim on glass. If not positioned correctly pull off
and reposition (SEE PHOTO #5).
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